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1. EXPLICIT AND IMPLICIT MEANING IN A THEORY OF PRAGMATICS
This presentation starts from the observations that (i) all language use inevitably combines explicit and implicit
meaning, and (ii) all languages have structural means at their disposal to mark implicit meaning. These
fundamental design features of language (in use) seem to create a kind of pragmatic paradox: if one can talk
about ‘markers of implicitness’ (a cover term for all the traditional presupposition- and implication-carrying
constructions as well as implicature-generating strategies), are we then still dealing with implicitness?
Assuming further (i) that absolute implicitness does not exist (at least, to the extent that it does, we cannot say
anything about it as linguists), (ii) that explicitness and implicitness are therefore not absolute opposites, and
(iii) that the degree of explicitness of markers of implicitness (or ‘triggers’ for inferential processes leading to
an understanding of non-explicitly-stated meaning) is quite variable, a descriptive and explanatory solution to
the problem of the apparent paradox will be sought in a three-dimensional matrix to account for implicitness.
‘Salience’ along a gradable explicit-implicit dimension will be related to both ‘structure’ and ‘context’ (which
will themselves be treated as thoroughly intertwined rather than separable dimensions).
A representational tool will be introduced and illustrated to provide accounts of the calibration of explicit and
implicit meaning in terms of these three dimensions.
2. THINKING ABOUT PRAGMATIC TYPOLOGY
While the term ‘contrastive pragmatics’ is at least thirty years old (Littlewood 1983, Fillmore 1984, Oleksy
1984) and a tradition in the study of cross-linguistic pragmatic phenomena even older (e.g. Brown & Levinson
1978), important recent advances have been made in the systematic and detailed comparison of conversational
interaction (e.g. Dingemanse et al. 2014, Wu & Heritage 2014), giving rise to prospects for a genuine form of
pragmatic typology.
This paper is a modest attempt to contribute to these developments by asking how a comparative or
contrastive approach can be applied to basic pragmatic phenomena such as the calibration between implicit and
explicit layers of meaning in language use. The assumption is that the anchoring of implicit meaning in
linguistic form is realized in different ways in different languages (and in different communicative styles). The
question is how to describe such cross-linguistic differentiation. Or, are there any realistic prospects for a
‘typology’ of anchoring devices and strategies?
In order to approach this question, the paper will rely on the three-dimensional matrix to account for
implicitness developed in lecture 1. The proposed approach makes it possible to ‘plot meaning landscapes.’ An
attempt will be made to show that, doing such plotting cross-linguistically, it may be possible to imagine a form
of pragmatic typology even in relation to some of the foundational concepts of linguistic pragmatics.
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